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Logarithms – Review & Expansion 
A logarithm can have any positive value as its base, but 
two particular log bases are more common than the 
others. The base-10, or "common", log is popular 
for historical reasons, and is usually written as "log(x)". For 
instance, pH (the measure of a substance's acidity or 
alkalinity), decibels (the measure of sound intensity), and 
the Richter scale (the measure of earthquake intensity) all 
involve base-10 logs. If a log has no base written, you should 
assume that the base is 10. The Richter scale, developed in 
the 1930s, is a base-10 logarithmic scale, which defines 
magnitude as the logarithm of the ratio of the amplitude of 
the seismic waves to an arbitrary, minor amplitude. As 
measured with a seismometer, an earthquake that registers 
5.0 on the Richter scale has a shaking amplitude 10 times 
that of an earthquake that registered 4.0, and thus 
corresponds to a release of energy 31.6 times that released 
by the lesser earthquake.  
 
Another important log is the "natural", or base-e, log, written 
as "ln(x)" and usually pronounced as "ell-enn-of-x".  
(Note: That's "ell-enn", not "one-enn" or "eye-enn"!) Just as the number “e” arises naturally in 
math and science, so also does the natural log, which is why you need to be familiar with it.  

Warning: If you eventually progress to much-more advanced mathematics, you may find that sometimes "log(x)" 
means the base-e log or even base-2 log, rather than the common log. 

Because the common and natural logs are pretty much the only logs used "in real life", you 
have calculator keys for these two logs. Know where these keys are, and how to use them. 
 

Example 1: 

Simplify log(100). 

Since 100 = 102, then log(100) = log(102) = 2,  
because "log(100) = y" means "10 y = 100 = 102", so y = 2. 

log(100) = 2 

Plug “log(100) into your calculator and you’ll get the same answer. 
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Example 2: 

Simplify log(98). 

Since 98 is not a nice neat power of 10 (the way that 100 was), I cannot be clever with 
exponents to arrive at an exact answer. On this exercise, I am stuck with using my calculator to 
get an approximate value. So I'll plug this into my calculator, remembering to use the "LOG" 
key (not the "LN" key), and I get log(98) = 1.99122607569..., or: 

log(98) = 1.99, rounded to two decimal places 
 

Example 3: 

Simplify ln(e4.5). 

Remember that "ln( )" means the base-e log, so "ln(e4.5)" might be thought of as "loge(e4.5)". The 
Relationship says that "ln(e4.5) = y" means "e y = e4.5", so y = 4.5, and: 

ln(e4.5) = 4.5 

Plug "ln(e4.5)" into your calculator, and you'll get the same answer. (Make sure you put 
parentheses around the "e4.5", so the calculator knows that the exponent is inside the log.) 
 

Example 4: 

Simplify ln(2).   Copyright © Elizabeth S 2002-2011 All Rights Reserved 

Since 2 is a nice neat whole number and since e isn't, then it is unlikely that 2 is a nice neat 
power of e. So I can't simplify this expression by being clever with exponents. Instead, I'll have 
to evaluate this in my calculator, getting an approximate answer of ln(2) = 0.69314718056...,or: 

ln(2) = 0.69, rounded to two decimal places. 
 
 
Remember to use the following guide to aid in conversions. If you are better with verbal cues, 
use the “Bacon and Eggs” memory device. Whatever helps you out the most. 
 
  Exponential Functions 

 = xy b
Logarithmic Functions 

 =logb y xInverses of one another 
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1.  Rewrite as an exponential:   2.  Rewrite as an exponential:  

3.  Rewrite as a logarithm:   

 

4.  Rewrite as a logarithm:  

7.  Evaluate:  

 

 

8.  Evaluate:  

 

9.  Evaluate:  

 

 

10.  Evaluate:  

 

 

11. Rewrite as an exponential:  12. Rewrite as an exponential:  

13. Rewrite as an exponential:  14. Evaluate the logarithm:  

15. Evaluate the logarithm:  16. Evaluate the logarithm:  

 

3log x 5= 1
5

log 32 y=

2x 64= 32 8=

10log 100 4log 64

3log 9 4log 2

7log 49 2= 5log 125 3=

4
1log 1
4
= - 9log 81

3
1log
3

27log 3


